Introduction
In this paper, we present a taxonomy of algorithms for constructing minimal acyclic deterministic nite automata (MADFAs). MADFAs represent nite languages and are therefore useful in applications such as storing words for spellchecking, computer and biological virus searching, text indexing and XML tag lookup. In such applications, the automata can grow extremely large (with more than 10 6 states) and are di cult to store without compression or minimization. Whereas compression is considered in various other papers (and is usually speci c to data-structure choices), here we focus on minimization.
We apply the following technique for taxonomizing the algorithms: 1. At the root of the taxonomy is a simple, if ine cient, algorithm whose correctness is either easy to prove or is simply postulated. 2. New algorithms are derived by adding an algorithm detail | a correctnesspreserving transformation of the algorithm or elaboration of program statements. This yields an algorithm which is still correct. 3. By carefully choosing the details, all of the well-known algorithms appear in the taxonomy. Creative invention of new details also yields new algorithms. This technique was most recently applied on a large scale in the author's Ph.D dissertation 5]. The dissertation also contains taxonomies of algorithms for constructing nite automata from regular expressions and for minimizing deterministic nite automata. Here, we assume some familiarity with the common algorithms for automata construction and minimization.
The work presented here is signi cantly di erent from the taxonomies presented in the dissertation, since specializing for MADFAs can yield particularly e cient algorithms.
Some of the algorithms included in this taxonomy were previously presented, for example, in Turkey 1] (the present author, Jan Daciuk and Richard Watson), at WIA'98 6] (the present author) and in 3] (Stoyan Mihov). Other algorithms for the MADFA construction problem have typically been kept as trade secrets (due to their commercial success in applications such as spell-checking). As such, many of them have likely been known for some number of years, but tracing the original authors will be di cult and proper attributions are not attempted.
Preliminaries
We make the following de nitions:
{ FA is the set of all nite automata. { DFA is the set of all deterministic FAs. { ADFA is the set of all acyclic DFAs. { MADFA is the set of all minimal ADFAs.
More precise de nitions are not required here. In this paper, we are primarily interested in algorithms which build MADFAs. The algorithms are readily extended to work with acyclic deterministic transducers, though such an extension is not considered. 
A rst algorithm
In this section, we present our rst algorithm and outline some ways in which to proceed. The problem is as follows: given alphabet ? and some nite set of words W ? , compute some M 2 ADFA such that L(M) = W^Min(M). In the algorithms that follow, we give M the type FA, which is the most general type in the containment MADFA ADFA DFA FA. At any point in the program, the variable M may actually contain a MADFA.
Given this, our rst algorithm (where S is a program statement still to be derived) is:
Algorithm 2.1:
In order to make some progress, we consider a split of statement S to accomplish the postcondition in two steps:
2 There are, of course, in nitely many choices for function f and predicate X , some of which are not interesting. For example, if we de ne f(W) = , then after S 0 , we will have accomplished virtually nothing (since the automaton will accept the empty language), regardless of how we de ne X . For this reason, we restrict ourselves to the following three possibilities for f: { with these choices, we can arrive at many of the known algorithms.
We consider each choice of f in the following sections.
X(M) true
By writing our choices of f and X in full, our program becomes: 
X(M) as partial minimality
In 6], a partial minimality predicate is introduced and it is shown to be a weakening of Min. This yields the following algorithm:
In the original paper, S 0 is derived as an algorithm which constructs M as a partially minimal DFA, while S 1 is derived as a`cleanup' phase to nalize the minimization. The interested reader is referred to the presentation in that paper.
f(W) = W R
It is no accident that reversal was used in f: it is known to be related to minimality via Brzozowski's minimization algorithm 5] (in that presentation, the history of the algorithm is given, along with full correctness arguments for each part of the algorithm). Brzozowski's algorithm, for some M 2 FA (not necessarily a DFA), is: Algorithm 4.1:
Thanks to this, the most obvious choice for predicate X is X (M) M 2 DFA.
In that case, our program is Algorithm 4.2:
{ Unordered choice from W. This is the easiest way in which to select an element of W. As above, an implementation of S 3 was also derived in 1], and it is not considered in detail here. These two algorithms are the only two fully incremental MADFA construction algorithms known. Both of them have running time which is linear in the size of W (as does Revuz's algorithm 4] | an algorithm related to the two mentioned here).
7 Constructing a (not necessarily minimal) nite automaton
In this section, we brie y discuss some algorithms for constructing a nite automaton from W: 
Conclusions
We have presented a straightforward taxonomy of algorithms for constructing minimal acyclic deterministic nite automata. The taxonomy begins with an algorithm which has unelaborated statements, postulated to be correct. Each of the subsequent algorithms is derived by applying correctness-preserving transformations to the initial algorithm. In the course of constructing the taxonomy, all of the pre-existing algorithms were derived | including some of the most recently presented incremental algorithms. Furthermore, the taxonomy elaborated on two other groups of algorithms: There are a number of areas of future research:
{ Although most of the algorithm details are intuitively correct, the full correctness arguments must be provided.
{ A number of unexplored directions were highlighted in the taxonomy. Some of these may, in fact, lead to new algorithms of practical importance.
{ The theoretical and benchmarked running time of the algorithms has not been adequately explored and are not given in this paper. This will allow the careful choice of an algorithm to apply in practice.
